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The ekphrastic poem, like its close cousin the elegiac poem, is more a mood or method of working than a mode with a set of distinctive, clearly defined characteristics. This chapter aims to complement the chapter on theory by James Heffernan by surveying some features of ekphrastic poetry. To do this, it proposes an ekphrastic canon comprising poems by Keats, Auden and Ashbery. The chapter proposes that the ekphrastic poem is a matter of making judgements and of using the ekphrastic object work as a means of justifying its own existence as a separate work in its own right. The second half of the chapter offers a detailed discussion of Maggie O’Sullivan’s sequence Tonetreks as a way of understanding how this works in practice.

The ekphrastic poem, like its close cousin the elegiac poem, is more a mood or method of working than a mode with a set of distinctive, clearly defined characteristics. In the late modern period – that is, post-Keats and particularly post-Auden – this mood and method are the products of a curious, often unstable, mixture of iconophilia and iconoclasm or, to put this another way, of representation and criticism. Indeed, as James Heffernan observes elsewhere in the present volume, the distinctions between ekphrastic writing and more traditional art criticism have become increasingly blurred. The passionately rhetorical questions that Keats addresses to the Greek vase are at once a Romantic yearning for plenitude and a casting of the poet and the reader in the role of critic. The questions are in fact aimed as much at the reader as they are at the urn. The reader is being encouraged to come up with the answers. This is because, in the words of Thierry de Duve, all art invites us to pose a question about its intentions: ‘what heuristic model of man does it propose?’ [In Susan Best, p.139]  
    The ekphrastic poet’s critical impulse can certainly be read as a manifestation of the classical paragone (from the Italian word for ‘comparison’) between word and image. As Jerzy Jarniewicz reminds us:

In the Renaissance, this rivalry of the supposed sister arts [...] engaging such masters as Leonardo and Michaelangelo, was not a purely theoretical issue. It reflected the conflicting interests of painters and poets, the former grouped into guilds and treated as underprivileged craftsmen [...] but aspiring to the nobler group of the seven liberal arts, artes liberale, whose scope was at that time extended to also include poetry. (Jarniewicz, p.15)

This historical close relationship perhaps goes some way to explaining the attractive ease of James Heffernan’s ‘simple in form but complex in its implications definition of ekphrasis: ‘the verbal representation of visual representation’. Heffernan adds four key features to his definition. He argues that four things can be found

permeating ekphrasis from Homer onwards: the conversion of fixed pose and gesture into narrative, the prosopopeial envoicing of the silent image, the sense of representational friction between signifying medium and subject signified, and overall the struggle for power—the paragone—between the image and the word. (Heffernan 1993, 136)

But, as I have argued in The Ekphrastic Encounter in Contemporary British Poetry and Elsewhere (2012), in the contemporary world the paragone also speaks to a desire not to let a work of art speak to us on its own terms. We might recall here what the late Leslie Scalapino wrote about poetry nearly twenty years ago: ‘Poetry in this time [...] is doing the work of philosophy – it is writing that is conjecture.’ (The Cannon, p.25) A work of art’s value for the contemporary audience or readership is dependent on having a message added to it. Whether this is because we are overwhelmed or underwhelmed by fine art is a moot point as is whether or not this message is the result of conjecture. It is, of course, possible to interpret this as being overwhelmed and to do so psychoanalytically. The art historian Griselda Pollock writes in the wider context of subjectivity that there is ‘an anonymous anxiety [...] the dread of unravelling entirely as a subject’ and that we are saved from this ‘void’ by ‘representation’. She writes that 

We need the intervention of the signifier even at its most aniconic and non-sensical to [...] deliver us into its signification. Thankfully, representation ‘castrates’, that is, separates us from the overwhelming non-verbal intensities lined with fear of disintegration or annihilation, and thus delivers us from anxiety by structuration.

It is clear from this that art may overwhelm us with its own non-verbal intensities. The ekphrastic verbal representation is, we might say, what ‘saves’ us from its power. Several commentators have commented on the otherness of art in the ekphrastic encounter. Stephen Cheeke in Writing for Art. The Aesthetics of Ekphrasis (2008) observes that in the ekphrastic encounter words come up against a medium which is ‘best thought of not in terms of sisterly bonds at all but rather as one of radical difference and alterity’. (2008, 6) Elizabeth Bergman Loizeaux makes a similar point in her important study Twentieth Century Poetry and the Visual Arts (2008). She argues that ‘The ekphrastic poem is all about otherness and about how one engages it [...] Ekphrasis often stages an engagement with the foreign.’ (2008, 9-11) Conceiving of the ekphrastic art object as foreign or other goes some way to explaining why ekphrasis can be said to converge in interesting ways with the practices of translation. 
    The critical impulse also chimes with wider impulses in contemporary mainstream poetry in English to have a poem ‘turn’ on a quizzical observation or the discovery of something previously unseen in the object of the poem. This presents challenges for both the ekphrastic poet and his or her critic. The ekphrastic poet is often engaged in mounting a species of critical discussion which must nonetheless stand as a work of art in its own right. The ekphrastic critic must avoid the temptation of judging the poem’s faithfulness to its source object and must to some extent try to look past the critical project to the poem beneath or behind it. These are of course generalisations but the search for quirky details in an image is now a well-established aspect of creative writing teaching and practice. Textbooks encourage students to imagine a painting as a frame from a movie, to imagine what is just out of shot or to imagine the frame that comes before or after. The critical search for destabilising or deconstructive quirky details is therefore combined with a strong narrativizing impulse. This raises important questions beyond the scope of the current chapter as to whether an image is in fact a story in the conventional sense.
    As this suggests, talking about ekphrasis as a verbal representation of the visual will only get us so far. Indeed, it is more correct to say that the ekphrastic poem is a critical discussion of a visual representation. Samuel Johnson’s two hundred and fifty year old definition of literary criticism is useful here. Johnson wrote that ‘It is, however, the task of criticism to establish principles’ and ‘to improve opinion into knowledge’. There is a strong sense in which each ekphrastic poem seeks to do precisely this: to establish principles and to improve opinion into knowledge. Such principles have a double function: by establishing themselves as a means of discussing the ekphrastic object they simultaneously establish the principles by which the ekphrastic poem itself asks to be judged and evaluated as a work of art in its own right. So while the ekphrastic poem might appear to represent its object, it also represents a set of judgements about it which might range from the aesthetic to the moral. And it is not the case that the source work legitimates these judgements but rather the reverse: the fact that the source work makes such judgements possible is what makes it worthy of our renewed attention. 
    We can test this out by looking briefly at three poems which can be said to constitute something of an ekphrastic canon: Keats’s ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’, W. H. Auden’s ‘Musee des Beaux Arts’ and John Ashbery’s ‘Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror’. These three poems are, of course, quite distinct from one another. Keats’s ‘Ode’, ultimately, values the static, unchanging form-as-message of the urn. Auden’s poem finds that meaning is to be had in the large, active scenes of Breughel. For Ashbery, the ‘breathless speeds’ that surround us are the speeds of modernity that were already in play when Parmigianino made his self-portrait. This is why Ashbery’s similes often fail: we don’t need to say what art is ‘like’ because it is as much a part of what we are as anything else. So, where Keats found desire in the urn and Auden found suffering in paintings, in Ashbery’s poem desire and suffering are part of our experience of modernity. It is inevitable that we will reproduce them when we contemplate a work of art. This connects with something else the three poems have revealed: a more and more strongly emphasized movement away from art as a habitable space. 
    Something else we can say about the poems by Keats, Auden and Ashbery is that they are all to some extent ‘fantasmatic’. This is a term coined by the Brazilian artist Lygia Clark and glossed thus by the art historian Susan Best. The fantasmatic is ‘something that is not reducible to visibility [...] a term that covers the sense of experiencing something without a real or identifiable referent.’ [In Best 140] Common sense might protest that an ekphrastic poem always has a clearly identifiable referent but it is important to note that the referent that the ekphrastic poem creates and represents is never the same as the initial ekphrastic object. It is a story imagined around the context of the original.
    To expand on this a little more, Keats’s poem is where critical ekphrasis can be said to begin. The passionately rhetorical questions are unanswerable but still represent a rush to judgement. The questions are attempts to form opinion into knowledge or rather they are opinion desperate to become knowledge and judgement. Desire is the only thing that can start to provide something like a set of answers. The scenarios it makes possible amount to a series of aesthetic judgements about the urn and these, in turn, work to convince us of the poem’s own solidity. The poem’s desire becomes the urn’s desire – it is a matter of projection almost. So desire becomes in part the principle that the poem seeks to establish and by which it seeks to be judged as a work of art in its own right. And the need to complete art’s apparent ‘lack of fit’ with the barbarity that surrounds it can be heard in the poem’s famous conclusion. Returning, admittedly at a slight tangent, to Lygia Clark’s conception of the fantasmatic, we can see that the stories that Keats’s poem allows desire to construct function in precisely this way. They are without obvious and clearly visible referents.  
    Auden’s poem begins with what looks like a definitive statement, an authoritative communication, about fine art and about medieval art specifically: ‘About suffering they were never wrong, the Old Masters.’ The poem collages a number of Breughel paintings in order to support this opening assertion and it continues in this vein. The poem’s chain of increasingly inappropriate and improbable adjectives and adverbs – ‘doggy’, ‘calmly’ – work to support the idea that suffering is somehow always taking place slightly to one side, out of sight. In the poem, the process of forming opinion into knowledge has already taken place before the poem gets under way. Nonetheless, we have to search the large, active scenes of Breughel’s paintings to uncover their true meaning and this is partly what the adjectives and adverbs help us to do. They seem to undermine and underline the message that the poem finds in the paintings. In Griselda Pollock’s terms, they save us from being overwhelmed by the power of the non-verbal. So by the end of the poem and its well-known revelation, the paintings are to some extent undone. Auden’s poem also functions fantasmatically because it is a collage of several Breughel paintings. 
    Undoing is crucial to Ashbery’s methods in ‘Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror’. Ashbery’s poem contains clear echoes of both Keats and Auden’s poems but plunges itself and the reader into the whirl of modernity. It is able to do this because its subject work is always in the process of being produced. What we see is Parmigianino in the process of making his self-portrait. We see something in the moment of its happening. So what principles of judgement does Ashbery’s poem seek to establish? The poem becomes a large discussion about how we are to find our bearings in the world and whether art can be of any help to us. The poem is constantly accumulating and decreating itself before the eyes of the reader. However, it does this so very deftly that it appears to be accumulating solidly. The overall effect is that the poem, more than Keats and Auden’s, functions almost entirely fantasmatically in the sense that it starts to become its own referent. We might almost say that the poem asks to be judged by its lack of clearly established principles. Its continual emphasis on the breathless speeds of modernity throws into question the very possibility of judgement and of opinion being formed into knowledge. It is Ashbery’s poem, perhaps more than any other ekphrastic work, that engages directly with the difference, alterity, otherness and foreigness of the source work suggested by Stephen Cheeke and Elizabeth Bergman Loizeaux. As the poem says, Parimigianino’s self-portrait confronts us with ‘This otherness, this / Not-being-us’. (1987, 202)
    I now want to turn to a contemporary ekphrastic sequence by one of Britain’s leading experimental poets Maggie O’Sullivan. Tonetreks was originally written in 1975-77 but was not published in book form until 2006 in the retrospective volume Body of Work. O’Sullivan’s subjects are paintings by Munch, Malevich, Van Gogh, Monet, Gorky and Rothko and a sculpture by Giacometti but she eschews the usual ekphrastic strategies of, say, giving an image a voice or deducing a narrative from a gesture. These eleven poems focus on aspects of art that are generally of little interest to ekphrastic poets: for example, the spatial impact of a sculptural form and the organisation and play of colour within the picture plane. At its most extreme, this focus produces four Monet poems which parallel paintings in concrete poetic form as in ‘an oblong of pink ’ or a poem about a Giacometti figure made of one word lines snaking down over one and a half pages (O’Sullivan, 2006, 17, 20-1). 
    The sequence begins with a poem entitled ‘Melancholia’ which can be read as a fairly oblique account of Munch’s The Scream. The poem’s emphasis is on colour and it opens with a ‘hemorrhage [sic] of carnival colour’ before going on to detail a ‘purpled’ sea, ‘yellow hands’ and, at the end of the poem, a ‘twisting jagged lilac’ sea. The poem is intent, then, on catching colours with some precision. The figure in the painting is given a ‘knife-textured face’, a violent image which, as we shall see, is echoed in other poems in the sequence. The face is a ‘gaunt stain’ which seems to contradict the violent image of the knife. But this is part of the point, part of the principle that the poem establishes: that is, the painting to some extent draws its dynamic power from precisely these sorts of contradictions, from the fact that the sea can, for example, be purple and ‘jagged lilac’, an adjective which echoes the earlier ‘knife-textured’. These sorts of words underline that, in the poem’s view, the painting is an assault on the vision of the spectator.
    The next poem in the sequence, titled with the painter’s surname, is a very different matter. It focuses on Konstantin Malevich’s white paintings. Here we get a necessarily strong contrast between deconstructionist and incarnational impulses. The poem is full of whiteness and replaces the absence of colour with sound. Phrases are repeated, reversed and reworked in order to mirror how ‘nothing reveals nothing’. The next poem in the sequence ‘Van Gogh’ appears to be about a specific painting although this remains unidentified. One assumes it is one of the Arles cafe paintings. The poem focuses on the bodies within the painting. Here we have more conventionally ekphrastic representations of light and colour: ‘vinegar smoke’, ‘amber’, ‘supperglow’ and ‘olivedark’. The poem is concerned to reproduce a dynamic of light and shade and to some extent it moves between those two poles. Sound is again also important and the scene of the painting is imagined as a living one where sound has an impact on movement and colour: ‘a cough or a voice’, ‘sounds crowd the table’, ‘the stray whine of a dog’. The poem contains another violent image: ‘A draught razors in’. Here the principle seems to be how sound can be imagined to be at work in an image and what it captures as well as capturing a night scene in words.
    We have already noted how the four Monet poems use a postcard form to portray schematic diagrams of colour disposition. These poems are about as literally ekphrastic as one can get in their portrayal of, say, ‘An ARC JAPANESE’ or the word ‘Petals’ repeated some thirty or forty times. As with the Munch poem, we can probably guess what paintings some of the postcard formats refer to. The next poem in the sequence is devoted to a sculpture by Giacometti. The thin spindly form of the poem mimics the form of the sculpture and thus establishes a principle of comparison and convergence. The form itself is, then, a species of judgement, of opinion made into knowledge about the work. There is, again, an emphasis on nothing and there is too a violent image: ‘his / whittled / almost / no- / thing / face / bayonets our glance’. As with the Munch poem, O’Sullivan is intent on capturing the work’s impact.
    The ‘Elegy’ for American painter Ashile Gorky is perhaps the most important poem in the ekphrastic sequence. It ends with a stark image of his suicide by hanging. The preceding weight of the poem does some of the usual work of elegy through a careful accumulation of largely pastoral images taken from the painter’s body of work. The poem, as it were, provides a pastoral container for the fact of the suicide. Again, small pieces of language link the poem to others in the sequence. A reference to Gorky’s medium – ‘naked paper’ – echoes the ‘nothing nakedness’ of the earlier Malevich poem. There are also references to bodies. These fit in with the way the poem luxuriates sensually in its descriptions of what O’Sullivan imagines Gorky loved and of what he loved to paint. 
    However, the poem contains a passage which is not only crucial to the ekphrastic sequence as a whole but also, crucially, to understanding how ekphrasis works. Verse three appears to quote the painter directly: 

You said,
Permit me my making, there is no meaning here.
Meaning is the spectator’s privilege.
The fetish
to invent a camouflage.

The passage is so clear that it requires little in the way of a critical gloss. What we can say is that it speaks to how ekphrasis is founded on a need to interpret. The search for meaning is presented here as something that gets in the way of the actual activities of making art which may in fact have little to do with making meaning. It also suggests that the artist may have little conception of what the meaning of a specific work might be. The passage also serves to remind us how rare it is to encounter an ekphrastic poem that talks about a work of art as either an exploration of media and materials or as an effect in time and space. 
    The two part poem ‘Rothko’ which closes the sequence, to some extent continues and develops what is articulated in the key passage from the Gorky elegy. Part 1 of the poem is set in an exhibition space: part 2 appears to be set in the artist’s New York studios. Rothko, like Gorky, committed suicide but this is not made an explicit part of the poem. The first part of the poem presents the poet experiencing the effects of Rothko’s works. The principle of judgement established here is that of an encounter with the works in which they appear to change as they are contemplated. There is also a sense of the speaker being overwhelmed by the works: ‘I hurry on / not wanting to get involved / in the drama of objects’. There is perhaps a distant echo of the end of Auden’s poem and the ship that sails ‘calmly on’ at its close. But this may also mean that the speaker does not want to get involved in what the Gorky poem calls ‘the spectator’s privilege’ of attaching meaning. The works may suggest objects but it is their effects that are more important. The poem uses procedures seen elsewhere in the sequence: language is reworked, repeated and resequenced. Indeed, in this poem and others – like the Malevich – it is almost as if O’Sullivan has set out to demonstrate what James Longenbach recently argued about poems in his essay ‘Poetic Compression’: ‘[Poems are] the simultaneous construction and dismantling of a pattern of sounds.’ (p.172 – in English article on Berryman & Sexton). The construction and dismantling of sound is certainly to the fore in the Malevich poem and reminds us that O’Sullivan’s practice is an experimental one. Construction and dismantling converge with what Romana Huk identifies in other experimental poetry of the 1970s as an ‘attempt to fuse deconstructive impulses with revised incarnational ones’. (In Salt, ed, 2011: 45) The play of colour in the picture plane mimics a broadly deconstructionist view of the play of meaning in language forever escaping the immobilization of interpretation. But incarnation also means embodiment in flesh and tonetreks is particularly focused on bodies. Body words are used throughout the sequence and the Munch and Van Gogh poems are focused almost exclusively on the bodies the painters portray.

Similarly, Ashile Gorky’s palette both ‘unfurls [...] a tenderness of breasts’ and produces ‘liver-red roses’. (O’Sullivan, 2006, 22) This implies that an encounter with a work of art reanimates bodies: the physical body of the work and the body or bodies it portrays. And when bodies feel the world they do so traumatically. The face of the figure in Munch’s Scream is ‘knife-textured’; ‘A draught razors in’ on Van Gogh’s lamplit scene; and the ‘almost / no-/ thing /face’ of Giacometti’s sculpture ‘bayonets our glance’. (O’Sullivan, 2006, 13, 15, 21). At the same time, it is O’Sullivan’s words that are weapons, adding this violence to the works she describes. Representation is an after-image of violence or trauma because it is itself a kind of violence.
    Looking back over the poems that comprise Tonetreks we can see that O’Sullivan has resisted the urge to interpret and add meaning to the paintings she has chosen to write about. The Monet postcards can be said to represent an extreme version of this, an intention to represent the work as literally and as plainly as possible. The sequence therefore, at first sight, gives us what be termed a form of pure ekphrasis and because Tonetreks lacks the commonly found interpretative element it stands at some considerable distance from how ekphrastic poems usually function in practice. The principles of judgement it establishes are just those of the works themselves. O’Sullivan’s sequence can therefore stand as an interesting comparator for other ekphrastic writing: by not doing the expected, it underlines the expected dynamics of much ekphrastic poetry.
Returning to an earlier point, what O’Sullivan’s Tonetreks sequence therefore reveals is something that is hardly discussed if at all in accounts of ekphrastic poetry: the importance of the body in conveying the ekphrasitc meaning of an individual poem. The body, as we have seen, is important in the Edvard Munch, Vincent Van Gogh, Ashile Gorky and Mark Rothko poems of Tonetreks. The meanings of these poems are clustered around the body – even the Malevich poem refers to “nakedness”. But, crucially, the body is also important in the ekphrastic canon of Keats, Auden and Ashbery. 
    In Keats’s poem, it is what is imagined about the bodies on the urn that makes the poem what it is. The bodies on the urn become the carriers of the poem’s desire and, ultimately, of its slightly confused message about truth and beauty. In Auden’s poem, it is the suffering that bodies experience that is crucial to the poem’s meaning. We do, of course, have to do a little bit of research to uncover all the paintings that Auden refers to such as The Massacre of the Innocents . And the poem ends with an unnoticed body falling into the sea as an image of disregarded suffering. In Ashbery’s great poem of postmodernity, the body of the painter forever in the moment of portraying itself becomes an image of the contemporary body forever in the process of creating, decreating, and recreating its presence and position in the breathlessly whirling modern world. 
    These are not isolated examples. One can point to a huge range of contemporary ekphrastic poems where the body is central. Poems by James Fenton, Adrian Clarke, Pauline Stainer, Frances Presley, and Kelvin Corcoran all have the body at the centre of their meanings and judgements. What this suggests is that there is a strong case for studying what might be termed the ekphrastic body. I am not suggesting that we could track and trace the same physical features across a range of ekphrastic poems. What I am suggesting is that ekphrastic criticism might be able to reinvent itself beyond the usual representational models. It is the physicality of many contemporary ekphrastic poems, the bodily presences within them, that ought to concern the 21st century critic. We are living, after all, through a period when what is done to bodies has become central to global politics. 
    If a new focus on the body in ekphrastic poetry is one way of introducing a new “turn” in critical responses to ekphrasis, then another is, as I have suggested elsewhere, the idea of the encounter. It is clear from O’Sullivan’s Tonetreks that her poems stage encounters between text and image. The idea of an encounter between different cultures – in this case visual and textual – is a way of allowing both sides of the meeting to preserve their integrity while at the same time enabling an exploration of what happens when elements of both cultures meet. An encounter is, after all, a meeting that can result in a change of direction for the parties concerned. And as contemporary poets become more and more literate in contemporary fine art, we can see them moving beyond mere representation. Intersemiotics and intermediality are also useful in understanding the ekphrastic encounter. Both approaches are concerned with hierarchies of elements within different orders of representation and with what happens when translation occurs between those orders. And, like translation, intersemiotics and intermediality are essentially utopian because they assume that such a translation between orders is both possible and effective. 
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